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Absolutely NO PROBLEM!  This was intended, in my own mind, to be the last such independent, unsolicited 

effort, and was in fact a response to your several earlier, public, entreaties to the staff to prepare close-out 

memos in appropriate areas, and label them 4.50.Other than yesterday, I do not have the time to do any more 

memo writing, since there are several areas in Chapter 6 you still want me to address (in spite of our impasse 

over the Staff Medical Memo), AND Jim and I have a veritable host of document issues to address  as we move 

toward shut-down.This was an exception to my focus on documents, and Chapter 6.  It only took one-half day 

to accomplish.  You and I had previously "gone through the review drill" on the first draft on this memo, and 

you were quite satisfied with 95% of it, as I recall, even before the tone of the draft was cleaned up.  When I 

submitted the March 27, 1997 revision, you posed no objection.  All I did here was add another important 

piece of this puzzle, the O'Neill testimony, and some comments about its implications.  I saw it as no big deal, 

in terms of content change or resource allocation.However, it WAS important to me to complete the revision , 

in the sense that it took an important hypothesis that you and I feel we co-discovered, and completed 

documentation of ARRB's independent work that has only strengthened this apparent bifurcated pattern in 

the medical evidence.Unless otherwise directed, the one exception to your prohibition on memo-writing will 

be the memo you recently directed me to write on LHO's Social Security and IRS records.  In that case, you will 

receive a draft, since it will essentially be a new product, not a minor revision.  If you do not want me to work 

on that anymore, please inform me in writing.  I intend to work on Chapter 6 assignments prior to writing the 

LHO SSA/IRS memo, unless you would rather I do the LHO memo first.You are the boss--no more unsolicited 

memo writing by Doug Horne!  In my mind, this was the tying up of a major loose end that needed tying up.  

Your concerns about resource allocation are completely understood, and will be obeyed.  END To:	Douglas 

Horne/ARRBcc:	Tracy Shycoff/ARRBFrom:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate:	06/02/98 08:02:03 PMSubject: 

	MemorandaOther than with respect to your work in processing and reviewing Federal records, do not spend 

any more work time writing or editing memos without specifically clearing the subject with me in advance.  

To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	 From:	Douglas Horne/ARRB   Date:	06/02/98 05:28:37 PMSubject:	Two-Brain 

Exam MemoFinal revision (incorporating Frank O'Neill's testimony about brain photos) is in your in-box.No 

other changes. 
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